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Form factors from dispersive integral equations {#Sec6}
===============================================

We follow here a general approach to the construction of form factors which implements unitarity relations and chiral constraints and, additionally, impose the absence of zeros and consistency with the QCD asymptotic behaviour. We will briefly review this method below, which was applied previously to the scalar $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Phase dispersive representation {#Sec7}
-------------------------------

The crucial property of two-meson form factors is that they can be defined as analytic functions in the complex energy plane, with a cut lying on the positive real axis in the range $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Determination of the form factors from the *T*-matrix {#Sec8}
-----------------------------------------------------
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Two-channel unitary *T*-matrix parametrisation with chiral matching {#Sec9}
===================================================================
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We reproduce here the detailed expression (as given in eq. 6.2 of Ref. \[[@CR24]\]) for the term $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We give below the expressions of the chiral NLO contributions to the one-variable functions associated with the amplitudes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The three functions involved in the NLO contributions to the amplitude were denoted as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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